New Books: May 2019

Your local NHS library service adds new books, journals and resources to stock every day at all three sites. We also now have a small collection of fiction books which is housed at Richmond Library. Our library catalogue can be found at www.nhft.nhs.uk/library

To find out what books are new this month, scroll down or just click on the subject you are interested in. If you would like any help in locating any books on this list, or if you have any suggestions for items to purchase for stock, please contact one of the libraries.

- Anaesthesia
- Cardiology
- Child Health and Neonatology
- Communicable Diseases
- Dental Care and Oral Medicine
- Endocrinology
- General Practice
- Health Service Management
- Intensive Care
- Interpersonal Skills
- Law and Ethics
- Language
- MCQ's and Exam Aids
- Medicine
- Midwifery
- Neurology
- Nutrition
- Obstetrics, Gynaecology and Reproductive Medicine
- Oncology and Cancer Care
- Orthopaedics and Rheumatology
- Pharmaceutical Services
- Psychiatry
- Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy
- Psychology
- Public Health and Community Care
- Research
- Respiratory Medicine
- Surgery
Library Sites

Berrywood Library
Berrywood Hospital, Berrywood Drive, Northampton, NN5 6UD
Tel. 01604 682652 e-mail berrywoodlibrary@nhft.nhs.uk

Isebrook Library
Nene House, Isebrook Hospital, Irthingborough Rd, Wellingborough NN8 1LP
Tel. 01933 235862 Fax 01933 234577 e-mail isebrooklibrary@nhft.nhs.uk

Richmond Library
William Kerr Building, General Hospital, Northampton NN1 5BD
Tel. 01604 545258/545929 e-mail richmondlibrary@nhft.nhs.uk

Back to subject list
Anaesthesia
Class mark: WO 175 BOU
Personal Author: Bouch, Christopher; Editor
Added author: Cousins, Jonathan; Editor
Title: Core topics in anaesthesia and peri-operative care of the morbidly obese surgical patient
Publication info: Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018
Held by: NGH

Cardiology
Class mark: WQ 212 CHA
Personal Author: Chandraraharan, Edwin; Editor
Title: Handbook of CTG interpretation: from patterns to physiology
Publication info: Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017
Held by: NGH

Child Health and Neonatology
Class mark: WS 200 FAU
Personal Author: Faulconbridge, Julia; Editor
Added author: Hunt, Katie; Editor
Added author: Laffan, Amanda; Editor
Title: Improving the psychological wellbeing of children and young people: effective prevention and early intervention across health, education and social care
Publication info: London: Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2019
Held by: BERRYWOOD

Class mark: WS 321 HOR
Personal Author: Horwath, Jan; Editor
Added author: Platt, Dendy; Editor
Title: The child's world
Edition: 3rd
Publication info: London: Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2019
Held by: BERRYWOOD

Communicable Diseases
Class mark: WC 100 FOX
Personal Author: Fox, Simon M
Title: Infection in the immunocompromised host
Publication info: Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019
Held by: NGH
Dental Care and Oral Medicine
Class mark: WU 140 ROB
Personal Author: Robinson, Max
Added author: Soames, J V; Historical author
Added author: Southam, J C; Historical author
Title: Soames' and Southam's oral pathology
Edition: 5th
Publication info: Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018
Held by: NGH

Endocrinology
Class mark: WK 810.5 ISM
Personal Author: Ismail, Khalida; Editor
Title: Depression and type 2 diabetes
Publication info: Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018
Held by: NGH

General Practice
Class mark: WA 154 NAI
Personal Author: Naidoo, Prashini
Title: Consultation skills for the MRCGP
Edition: 3rd
Publication info: Banbury, Oxon.: Scion Publishing, 2017
Held by: NGH

Health Service Management
Class mark: WA 239 WAT
Personal Author: Wattis, John
Added author: Curran, Stephen
Added author: Cotton, Elizabeth
Title: Practical management and leadership for doctors
Edition: 2nd
Publication info: Boca Raton, Fla.; London: CRC Press, 2019
Held by: NGH
Intensive Care
Class mark: WD 458 HAR
Personal Author: Harrison, Richard
Added author: Daly, Lynda
Title: A nurse’s survival guide to acute medical emergencies
Edition: 3rd updated
Publication info: Edinburgh:Elsevier,2019
Held by: NGH

Interpersonal Skills
Class mark: L 125 BOT
Personal Author: Bottomley, Jane
Added author: Pryjmachuk, Stephen
Title: Communication skills for your nursing degree: critical study skills
Publication info: St Albans:Critical Publishing,2019
Held by: ISEBROOK NGH

Law and Ethics
Class mark: WA 220 STU
Personal Author: Sturgess, Jane;Editor
Added author: Duane, Derek;Editor
Added author: Ley, Rebekah;Editor
Title: A medic's guide to essential legal matters
Publication info: Oxford:Oxford University Press,2019
Held by: NGH

Language
Class mark: PE ALL
Personal Author: Allum, Virginia
Title: OET reading subtest preparation
Publication info: Place of publication not identified:Lulu Press for Vigrina Allum,2018
Held by: NGH

Class mark: PE ALL
Personal Author: Allum, Virginia
Title: OET writing for nurses: book 1
Publication info: Place of publication not identified:Lulu Press for Virginia Allum,2018
Held by: NGH
Class mark: PE ALL
Personal Author: Allum, Virginia
Title: OET speaking for nurses: book 1
Publication info: Place of publication not identified:Lulu Press for Virginia Allum,2018
Held by: NGH

Class mark: PE ALL
Personal Author: Allum, Virginia
Title: OET speaking for nurses: book 2
Publication info: Place of publication not identified:Lulu Press for Virginia Allum,2018
Held by: NGH

Class mark: PE NZE
Personal Author: Nze, Munachi;Editor
Added author: Makin, Peter;Editor
Title: OET (all professions) listening guide- refresh 2.0
Publication info: London:IELTS Medical Ltd,2018
Held by: NGH

Class mark: PE NZE
Personal Author: Nze, Munachi;Editor
Added author: Makin, Peter;Editor
Title: OET (all professions) listening guide- refresh 2.0: DVD to accompany book
Publication info: London:IELTS Medical Ltd,2018
Held by: NGH

Class mark: PE OCC
Corporate Author: Occupational English Test
Title: OET Occupational English Test: dentistry: official OET practice book 1
Publication info: Melbourne, Australia:Cambridge Boxhill Language Assessment,2018
Held by: NGH

MCQ’s and Exam Aids
Class mark: QV 418 HAU
Personal Author: Haughey, Sharon
Added author: O'Hare, Roisin
Title: Pharmacy OSCES and competency-based assessments
Publication info: Edinburgh:Elsevier,2018
Held by: NGH

Class mark: WA 208 KAP
Corporate Author: Kaplan
Title: Score higher on the UKCAT
Edition: 4th
Publication info: New York:Kaplan Publishing,2018
Held by: NGH
Class mark: WO 518 COM
Personal Author: Combeer, Elizabeth
Title: The final FRCA short answer questions: a practical study guide
Publication info: Boca Raton, Fla.; London: CRC Press, 2019
Held by: NGH

Class mark: WO 518 EBR
Personal Author: Ebrahim, Hozefa; Editor
Title: 1000 practice MTF MCQs for the primary and final FRCA
Publication info: Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019
Held by: NGH

Class mark: WQ 18 SAX
Personal Author: Saxena, Richa
Title: OSCEs in obstetrics and gynaecology for MRCOG-3
Publication info: New Delhi; London: Jaypee Brothers Medical Publishers, 2018
Held by: NGH

Class mark: WQ 18 WAR
Personal Author: Ward, Susan
Title: The DRCOG revision guide: examination preparation and practice questions
Edition: 2nd
Publication info: Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017
Held by: NGH

Class mark: WU 18 SID
Personal Author: Siddique, Zahid
Added author: Anand, Shivana
Added author: Lewis-Greene, Helena
Title: The Dental Foundation interview guide: with situational judgement tests
Publication info: Chichester: Wiley Blackwell, 2017
Held by: NGH

Top

**Medicine**

Class mark: WB 18.1 FUR
Personal Author: Furmedge, Dan; Editor
Added author: Sinharay, Rudy; Editor
Title: Clinical medicine
Edition: 3rd
Publication info: Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019
Held by: NGH

Top
Midwifery
Class mark: WQ 140 FOR
Personal Author: Forrest, Eleanor; Editor
Title: Midwifery at a glance
Publication info: Chichester: Wiley Blackwell, 2019
Held by: NGH

Class mark: WQ 220 CAM
Personal Author: Campbell, Denise
Added author: Carr, Susan M
Title: Midwifery emergencies at a glance
Publication info: Chichester: Wiley Blackwell, 2018
Held by: NGH

Top

Neurology
Class mark: WL 442 GLA
Personal Author: Glader, Laurie J; Editor
Added author: Stevenson, Richard D; Editor
Title: Children and youth with complex cerebral palsy: care and management
Publication info: London: Mac Keith Press, 2019
Held by: BERRYWOOD

Class mark: WL 620 LEN
Personal Author: Lennon, Sheila; Editor
Added author: Ramdharry, Gita; Editor
Added author: Verheyden, Geert; Editor
Title: Neurological physiotherapy pocketbook
Edition: 2nd
Publication info: Place of publication not identified: Elsevier, 2018
Held by: NGH

Top

Nutrition
Class mark: WD 110 WHI
Personal Author: Whitehead, Saffron
Added author: Bano, Gul
Title: Managing obesity: a practical guide for clinicians
Publication info: Banbury, Oxon.: Scion, 2019
Held by: NGH

Top
Obstetrics, Gynaecology and Reproductive Medicine
Class mark: HQ 160 GUI
Personal Author: Guillebaud, John
Added author: MacGregor, Anne
Title: Contraception: your questions answered
Edition: 7th
Publication info: Place of publication not identified:Elsevier,2017
Held by: NGH

Personal Author: WQ 220 ADV
Corporate Author: Advanced Life Support Group
Added author: Woolcock, Mark;Editor
Title: Pre-obstetric emergency training: a practical approach
Edition: 2nd
Publication info: Chichester:Wiley Blackwell,2019
Held by: NGH

Oncology and Cancer Care
Class mark: WP 870 SAU
Personal Author: Saunders, Christobel M
Added author: Jassal, Sunil
Added author: Lim, Elgene
Title: Breast cancer
Edition: 2nd
Publication info: Oxford:Oxford University Press,2018
Held by: NGH

Orthopaedics and Rheumatology
Class mark: WE 138 KHA
Personal Author: Khan, Umraz
Title: Pathways in prosthetic joint infection
Publication info: Oxford:Oxford University Press,2018
Held by: NGH
Pharmaceutical Services
Class mark: QV 350 BAR
Personal Author: Barlam, Tamar F; Editor
Title: Practical implementation of an antibiotic stewardship program
Publication info: Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018
Held by: NGH

Class mark: REF QV 4 BRI
Corporate Author: British Medical Association (BMA)
Added author: O'Shaughnessy, Kevin M; Editor
Title: British Medical Association concise guide to medicines and drugs
Edition: 6th
Publication info: London: DK, 2018
Held by: NGH

Psychiatry
Class mark: WM 100 MAR
Personal Author: Marwick, Katie FM; Editor
Title: Psychiatry
Edition: 5th
Publication info: Place of publication not identified: Elsevier, 2019
Held by: BERRYWOOD

Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy
Class mark: WM 177 SCH
Personal Author: Schmidt, Ulrike
Added author: Startup, Helen
Added author: Treasure, Janet
Title: A cognitive interpersonal therapy workbook for treating anorexia nervosa: the Maudsley model
Publication info: London: Routledge Taylor & Francis Group, 2019
Held by: BERRYWOOD

Class mark: WM 505 LEA
Personal Author: Leahy, Robert L
Title: Emotional schema therapy: distinctive features
Publication info: London: Routledge Taylor & Francis, 2019
Held by: BERRYWOOD
**Psychology**
Class mark: WLM 228 CHA
Personal Author: Chambers, Claire
Added author: Ryder, Elaine
Title: Supporting compassionate healthcare practice: understanding the role of resilience, positivity and wellbeing
Publication info: London: Routledge, 2019
Held by: NGH

Class mark: WLM 822 IRE
Personal Author: Ireland, Jane L; Editor
Title: The Routledge international handbook of forensic psychology in secure settings
Publication info: London: Routledge, 2017
Held by: BERRYWOOD

**Public Health and Community Care**
Class mark: W 500 WIL
Personal Author: Wild, Karen
Added author: McGrath, Maureen
Title: Public health and health promotion for nurses at a glance
Publication info: Chichester: Wiley Blackwell, 2019
Held by: NGH

**Research**
Class mark: WB 20 HEA
Personal Author: Heaslip, Vanessa
Added author: Lindsay, Bruce
Title: Research and evidence-based practice: for nursing, health and social care students
Publication info: Banbury, Oxon.: Lantern Publishing Ltd, 2019
Held by: NGH

Class mark: WB 20 RIL
Personal Author: Riley, Richard D; Editor
Title: Prognosis research in healthcare: concepts, methods, and impact
Publication info: Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019
Held by: NGH
Respiratory Medicine
Class mark: WF 658 MAK
Personal Author: Makker, Himender
Title: Oxford case histories in lung cancer
Publication info: Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019
Held by: NGH

Surgery
Class mark: WO 65 PAN
Personal Author: Pandit, Jaideep J; Editor
Title: Practical operating theatre management: measuring and improving performance and patient experience
Publication info: Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019
Held by: NGH